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mechanical parameters during the freezing process
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ABSTRACT
To reduce ice adhesion hazards, optimize or develop the anti/de-icing methods, it
is necessary to understand the change of freezing parameters during the freezing
process, such as thermodynamic, morphological, and mechanical parameters. The
present study investigates the freezing characteristics by purposely–built devices to
describe the freezing process quantitatively. Morphological parameters were
calculated the reverse engineering. The results showed that the inner temperature and
morphology of water droplet were obviously changed, and the freezing process could
be mainly divided into three stages: initial and spreading, freezing, and steady-state.
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Moreover, an experimental apparatus that measured the phase swelling force was built
on investigating the freezing process of water from the mechanical aspect. It was
found that the swelling force generated from the freezing process of 2473 mm3 water
could reach 46.38 N. The generation process of swelling force could also be separated
into three stages: non–expansive stage, increasing stage, and stable stage. The
formation stage of swelling force was similar to that of ice. Combining the measured
expansion force with the calculated freezing parameters based on the observed test,
the freezing process of water could be better understood. The study would help
researchers and engineers understand the freezing process and provide some freezing
characteristics parameters for the anti/de-icing research.

Keywords: Freezing process; Freezing characteristics parameters; Morphology;
Thermodynamics; Mechanics.

1. Introduction

In cold–climate regions, water in the environment, such as moisture and rain,
inevitably accumulates on the exposed components and freezes into ice. This is a
common occurrence that not only causes an increasing load of parts but also leads to
changing the surface characteristics of the components, such as topography, wetting,
light transmittance, and other surface properties [1-3]. These issues caused by ice
accreted have affected many industrial areas. For example, the aerodynamic
performance and dynamic balance of the wind blade will be altered by the surface
morphology owing to ice adhesion, and the productivity and safety of the wind blade
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will also be reduced [4-8]. Moreover, the accreted ice has affected other engineering
fields and caused many hazards, such as solar panel covered by ice reducing the
photoelectric conversion efficiency, and affecting the operation safety of the
high-speed train, and increase the load of transmission line and resulting in the cable
to break [9-15].
To diminish the influence of ice adhesion, researchers and engineers have
developed more than 30 kinds of anti/de-icing methods. According to the anti/de-icing
principles, these conventional technologies can be classified into three categories:
mechanical ways to remove accreted ice directly, heating methods to melt the covered
ice or delay freezing, and chemical methods to change the phase temperature of water
to delay freezing [16-19]. Although these technologies have an excellent anti/de-icing
effect, there are some disadvantages during the actual use, such as high cost, high
energy consumption, and environmental pollution [20-25]. So, a new anti/de-icing
method is urgently needed in engineering. With the discovery of the lotus leaf
phenomenon and the recent developments in materials fabrication, the surface
wettability is changed by the surface-modified technology to make it with the
hydrophobic property. Superhydrophobic surfaces are a promising method to prevent
ice accreted on exposed surfaces due to their remarkable water-repellency. However,
several studies have shown that superhydrophobic surfaces have some limitations,
such as the poor durability of their anti/de-icing effect and poor mechanical stability
[25-34]. Kulinich et al. [35] and Farhadi et al. [36] found that the wettability of the
superhydrophobic surface was gradually lost owing to the destruction of the
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microstructure after several anti/de-icing cycles. So, the practical application of such
surfaces should maintain their properties to meet the actual use requirements.
In order to develop or optimize the anti/de-icing technology, the freezing process
of water droplets and the various freezing parameters should be better understood. For
example, the swelling force generated from the freezing process can be used as the
active anti/de-icing power to develop a new anti/de-icing technology [37-38].
Meanwhile, the study of the freezing process and its characteristic parameters can
provide a reference for simulation in some engineering fields, such as the simulation
of ice formation on the surface of aircraft wings and wind blades.
However, observing the freezing process of water droplets on the cold surface is
usually to verify the anti/de-icing effect of the newly developed technology or newly
fabricated surface [39-41]. Hence, this work observes the freezing process of water
droplets on the cold surface by the self-made device. And the freezing characteristic
parameters, such as morphological, thermodynamic, and mechanical properties, were
collected to characterize the freezing process. The morphology was described by the
shape and size of water/ice during the freezing process, and the internal temperature
indicates the thermodynamics. The swelling force generated by the phase change
could be measured by a purposely–built apparatus to represent the mechanical
properties of the freezing process. This research will be helpful to analyze ice
adhesion mechanisms using finite element simulation methods in aviation, wind
turbines, and other engineering fields. It will also lay a foundation for developing new
anti-icing methods and optimizing the existing conventional anti/de-icing methods.
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2. Materials and methods
The present study took the research approach shown in Fig. 1 to study the
changes of parameters during the freezing process.

Fig.1 Schematic of the research approach.
2.1 Materials
During the test, 6061 aluminum alloy and copper plates were purchased from the
Haerbin Dongbeilong Metal Co., Ltd., Heilongjiang (China) as the sample material.
Pure water, acetone (Tianjin East China Chemicals Co. Ltd.) in the study were used
for ice preparation and material cleaning.

2.2 Experimental apparatuses

The purposely built apparatus was to observe the freezing process and collect the
characteristic parameters due to the lack of a commercial device.

2.2.1 Morphology acquisition device

Water not only spreads on the cold surfaces but also changes its appearance and
shape during the ice formation process until it reaches a stable state. However, the
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existing research only observed the freezing process of water on the material surface
and its shape from the horizontal or vertical direction. A multidimensional
microscopic observation device shown in Fig. 2, was set up in this study to understand
the freezing process of the water droplet on the cold surface from different dimensions,
and the dynamic changes in the shape of water or ice were changed.

Fig.2 Schematic illustration of the morphology acquisition device.
1. PC; 2. CCD camera; 3. Microscope; 4. Water droplet; 5. Sample; 6. Semiconductor
refrigeration unit; 7. Refrigeration stage; 8. Cooled bath; 9. Bench; 10. DC Power; 11.
Temperature controller; 12. K–type thermocouple; 13. Multichannel temperature
recorder.
As shown in Fig. 2, the observation device consisted of two microscopes, an
image collection system, a cooling bath, K–type thermocouples, data acquisition, DC
power, and a refrigeration system based on the Peltier effect. By adjusting the voltage
of the DC power supply connected with the semiconductor-based on the Peltier effect,
the sample would be refrigerated to the set temperature. During the freezing process,
the ambient temperature, the surface temperature of the sample, and the internal
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temperature of droplet or ice were simultaneously measured K–type thermocouples
and transmitted to the multichannel temperature recorder. The accuracy of the
thermocouple was ±1.0%. The ice formation process was synchronously recorded by
two microscopes (with the CCD camera) placed horizontally and vertically. The
image sequence was recorded in the computer by the data acquisition system, and the
time interval between the two images was one second.

2.2.2 Swelling force test device

It is well known that water attached to the material surface will phase change
during the freezing process. The swelling force generated from the phase change
process will act on the constraint boundary, such as the bursting of aluminum water
tanks in the winter. However, the swelling force regarded as one of the important
parameters during the freezing process was always neglected. The purposely–built
apparatus was designed to evaluate the swelling force generated during the ice
formation process based on the action and reaction principle. As shown in Fig. 3, the
device was composed of the draft gauge, an aluminum alloy plate with a pit, a screw
pair, and other components. The hole of the aluminum alloy plate was used as a
container for water.
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Fig.3 Swelling force test device.
In order to accurately measure the swelling force generated by freezing water in
the pit and reduce the deformation of the container wall caused by the frost-heaving
force, the thickness of the vessel wall and the size of the pit were increased. The
Al-alloy plate (100 × 100 × 30 mm3 in size) had a pit with a diameter of 30 mm and a
depth of 3.5 mm, which was formed in the central area of the plate and was filled with
water. A copper plate covered the pit. The water close to the copper plater would
freeze first at a low-temperature due to the difference in thermal conductivity between
aluminum alloy and copper. And this would avoid the overflow of water close to the
copper plate due to the expansion of the water in the bottom. The draft gauge with a
force sensor was used to inspect the swelling force dynamically, and the force was
simultaneously transmitted to a computer. The push-pull mechanism was limited by
the clamping bolt on the linear guide. The measurement precision of the draft gauge
was ±0.01 N.

2.3 Experimental procedures
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2.3.1 Morphology acquisition tests
Before the test, the Al-alloy surface was cleaned with acetone, and the substrate
was adhered to the semiconductor refrigeration unit with thermally conductive grease
to fill the microscopic air–gap between the two surfaces. Then the DC power voltage
was adjusted, and the surface temperature of the sample reached the set temperature.
In this study, the surface temperature of the Al-alloy was set to –10 °C. Until the
surface temperature of the substrate was stable, five microliters of water were
carefully dropped onto the sample surface using a micropipette. Two microscopes in
the observation device were adjusted to focus on the water droplet located on the
sample surface. After the test, the Al-alloy surface was cleaned in an acetone
ultrasonic bath for 5 min and in a deionized water ultrasonic bath for another 5 min.
The samples were then dried in an oven at 60 °C.
The freezing process of the water droplets on the material surface was
dynamically recorded by the device shown in Fig. 2, and the temperature during the
freezing process was collected. The freezing characteristic parameters shown in Fig. 4
were measured and calculated by reverse engineering.

Fig.4 Freezing characteristic parameters during the freezing process.
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2.3.2 Swelling force tests
Because of the large volume of the pit in the swelling force measurement
experiment, the ambient temperature was set to -25 °C. The water near the copper
plate would first freeze into ice due to the difference between the pit boundary and
thickness of the copper plate as well as the thermal conductivity of the two, and the
pit was axisymmetric. Hence, the force measured by the device could be regarded as
the swelling force generated by the water in the pit.
During the experiments, the entire device was placed in a climate chamber
controlled to an ambient temperature of –25 °C. The draft gauge was aligned with the
center area of the copper plate with a pit. The swelling force generated by water in the
pit would directly act on the copper plate, and the force was synchronously
transmitted to the PC. The time interval between two acquisition forces was one
millisecond.
3. Results

3.1 Morphological parameters
3.1.1 Morphology of water/ice on the material surface
The morphology of water droplets on the cold surface was collected by the
horizontal and vertical microscopes, as shown in Fig. 5. When viewed from the
vertical direction, the contact length l1, l2, L1, and L2 between the water droplet or ice
and Al-alloy surface before and after freezing were calculated using the scale method.
The contact lengths L2 and L1 were approximately l2 and 0.99 times of l1, respectively.
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It could be concluded that the shape of the droplet adhering to the cold surface was
regarded as a circular shape from a vertical direction view.

Fig.5 Morphology of water droplet in different directions on the cold surface.
The same method was used to analyze the relationship between the height of the
droplet on the cold surface and the contact length in the initial state. It could be seen
that the shape of the water droplets on the surface of the sample was an approximately
semicircular shape when viewed from the horizontal direction. Therefore, the shape of
the water droplet on the sample surface could be regarded as the hemispherical shape
(in agreement with [39, 42-44]), and the morphological parameters of water or ice on
the sample surface could be calculated according to a hemisphere.
3.1.2 Calculation of the morphological parameters
The titration time of water droplets was used as the initial time for morphological
capture. The characteristic morphological parameters shown in Fig. 4 were calculated
by using the tracing point method. This method has been validated by several studies
[42-47]. So the calculation results of morphological parameters were shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig.6 Morphological parameters and Temperatures.
As shown in Fig. 6, the water droplet rapidly phased and frozen when the water
droplet was placed on the Al-alloy surface. After the water droplet was titrated on the
Al-alloy surface at –10 °C for about 50 seconds, the morphology of the ice on the
material surface reached a stable state. The contact length between the water droplet
and the material did not change significantly. The cross-section had a different
interface radius to varying heights of the water droplet or ice. And the radius of the
cross-sectional at 2/3 and 1/3 of the initial height of the droplet had the same change
trend. This meant that the cross-sectional diameter gradually increased with the
continuous cooling and then decreased, and finally tended to be stable. Moreover, the
change in radius at different locations also indicated that water was hemispherical on
the material surface. As the cooling continued, water height and volume gradually
increased, rapidly rose to the maximum value, and stabilized. As shown in Fig. 6, the
height direction was the mainly expansive direction. And the change in height was
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more obvious than the difference in the section diameter at different heights of the
water or ice.
3.2 Mechanical parameters
The swelling force generated by the water in the pit was measured, as shown by
curve 1 in Fig. 7. Additionally, the inner temperature of the water in the pit during the
freezing process was collected, as shown by curve 2 in Fig. 7. The swelling force
generated by the water in the pit with a diameter of 30 mm and a depth of 3.5 mm
could reach 46.38 N in a short time.

Fig.7 The curve of temperature and swelling force during the freezing process.
In combination with curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 7, the internal temperature of the
water in the pit gradually decreased under the low-temperature environment, and the
swelling force was not generated due to the water entering into a supercooled state.
Then the swelling force was generated from the water in the pit and increased rapidly,
and the inner temperature of the water filling the pit began to change. When the
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swelling force reached the maximum value, it rapidly decreased and reached a steady
state. Additionally, the internal temperature of the water filling in the pit had reached
the same state. In summary, the phase change process could be divided into three
stages depending on the generation process of the swelling force: no-load,
frost–heaving force increased, then the force tended to be stable.
3.3 Thermodynamic parameters
Meanwhile, the temperature during the ice formation process was also collected,
as shown in Fig. 6. When the water droplet was titrated on the cold surface, the phase
change occurred rapidly, and the water droplet frozen into ice. It could be seen from
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 that no matter whether the ambient temperature was –10 °C or
–25 °C, the internal temperature of the water would suddenly increase during the
freezing process, accompanied by the significant changes in the morphology and
mechanical properties. Due to the difference in substrate thickness and water volume,
there was a significant difference in freezing time between the morphology
observation test and the swelling force measurement test.
As shown in Fig. 7, the change process of the inner temperature of the water
filling in the pit was similar to the b and c stages of the swelling force. The internal
temperature change process could be separated into four distinct periods: the decrease,
suddenly rising, then falling, and the reaching stability periods.

4. Discussion

Regardless of the surface temperature, the water attached to the substrate surface
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had the same process, except that the occurrence time and duration of each stage was
different. So, in order to understand the freezing characteristic parameters, the
freezing process of the water on the surface at –10 °C was observed, as shown in Fig.
8. When the water droplet was titrated on the substrate surface, the surface with low
temperature formed an anchoring effect on the water attached to the material surface,
which limited the spread of water on the material surface. The contact length between
water and material did not change obviously, and the freezing front appeared in the
water droplet.

Fig.8 The microscopic observation of the freezing process of the water droplet on the
Al-alloy surface.
As the freezing front moved from the bottom to the top of the water droplet, the
droplet became muddy and lost its transparency, as shown in Fig. 8. The mixture of
water and ice was formed between the frozen front and the Al-alloy surface (images
a-d of Fig. 8). It meant that the combination entered into the supercooled state. The
cross-section diameter at different heights would increase under the action of the
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hemispherical shape and the gravity of the water droplet on the cold surface. The
mixture under the freezing front would form an anchoring effect on the supercooled
water above the freezing front, which would limit the increase in the cross-sectional
diameter at different heights. Additionally, the surface tension of water was not
conducive to the rise of the diameter. It could be seen from Fig. 8 (images a-f) that the
height of the water droplet had changed significantly relative to the initial state. When
the phase change finished, the hemispherical water droplet on the Al-alloy surface
became into the ice with a peach-like shape, and the height of the water or ice reached
the maximum value. After the ice formed on the substrate surface reached a stable
state, its morphological parameters did not change significantly.
During the swelling force measurement experiment, the wall thickness of the pit
and the volume of the water were more massive than the size of the Al-alloy plate and
the volume of water used in the morphology observation test. Therefore, compared
with the freezing time in the observation test, the water in the pit would be in the
supercooled state for a longer time. When the water filling in the pit began to phase
change, the swelling force started to increase. It could be seen from Fig. 6 that the
expansive direction of the water droplet on the Al-alloy surface was mainly the height
direction. The height of water increased rapidly when it began to freeze. So, the
frost-heaving force generated by the water filling in the pit also increased rapidly, as
shown in Fig. 7. When the water in the pit phased into ice, the swelling force reached
the maximum value, 46.38 N. Meanwhile, the draft gauge exerted a reaction force on
the copper plate owing to the reaction and reaction. This might reduce the swelling
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force. When the swelling force generated by the water filling in the pit was equal to
the pressure exerted by the draft gauge on the copper plate, the swelling force was
inclined to be stable.

5. Conclusions

The morphology of water on the Al-alloy surface was observed from different
directions by a purposely-built apparatus, and the internal temperature of the water
droplet was collected during the process. The morphological parameters during the
freezing process were measured and calculated by the tracing method. Meanwhile,
another important parameter during the freezing process of water, namely the swelling
force, was measured by the purposely-built device. The swelling force generated by
water in the pit could reach 46.38 N in a short time.
It could be seen from the experimental results that the freezing characteristic
parameters, including the morphology, thermodynamics, and mechanics, had a similar
process. The morphology of water on the substrate surface could be regarded as a
hemispherical shape based on the morphological observation test and the calculated
parameter. When water was dropped onto the Al-alloy surface, the cold surface would
limit the water spread on the substrate surface. After the freezing front appeared, it
moved from bottom to top, and the area after moving decreased the transparency
gradually. Due to the hemispherical shape of the water on the substrate surface and
under the action of gravity, the cross-section diameter at different heights increased
during the freezing process. The height of water or ice on the Al-alloy surface also
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gradually increased. According to the experiment results, the main expansion
direction of water on the sample surface was height, about 1.18 times of the initial
state. The swelling force gradually increased with the increase in height. When the
water was completely frozen into ice, the height reached the maximum value,
accompanied by the swelling force generated by water filling in the pit, getting the
maximum value.
In conclusion, the purposely-built devices were used to measure and collect the
morphology, thermodynamic, and mechanical parameters during the freezing process.
The test results may help researchers optimize the existing anti/de-icing methods and
develop new anti/de-icing technology. The present work will help provide an
experimental basis for mathematical modeling of the freezing process, so the
influence of ice adhesion on some engineering fields may be analyzed.
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